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INTRODUCTION
I. Aims and Description of the Project
The purpose of the project “E-DESIGN – European Digital Education
for Social Inclusion and Global Neighbourhood” is to contribute to
promoting social inclusion and combating social inequalities among
students and vulnerable groups, especially migrants and refugees,
through strengthening their digital competencies to enhance their
labour market opportunities and social participation according to the
objectives of the European Pillar of Social Rights and Education and
Training (ET) 2020 framework.
The aim is to enhance sustainable structures of volunteer work in
communities and schools to improve societal structures for reaching
out to socially vulnerable groups. By creating free and easily
accessible offers of digital education, the target groups become
interested in participating and contact other people from their
communities to promote social inclusion further.
The universal challenge that the EU points out, which this project
seeks to address, is to enable future employees to acquire the skills
demanded by a fast-changing modern labour market as soon as
possible. In this way, employment and social participation can be
realised in an increasingly digitised world. For this reason, it is crucial
to make efforts to prevent digitally excluded groups from losing
touch within this development and help them to overcome obstacles
related to technological advancements.
Through the establishment of decentralised structures of digital
education via the ICT Training Hotspots in social areas, schools and
other suitable places of the communities in the regions of project
partner organisations, E-DESIGN aims at providing and improving
access to ICT training and strengthening digital competencies of
disadvantaged groups.
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II. Project Partners
The consortium for E-DESIGN - European Digital Education for Social
Inclusion and Global Neighborhood is composed of seven very
diverse organizations from six different European countries: ZAUG
and CodeDoor from Germany, CEPROF from Portugal, EILD from
Greece, CIP from Cyprus, CSC from Italy and Kauko from Lithuania.

ZAUG, the project coordinator, is
a non-profit vocational training
company and education
provider, offering career
guidance, application training,
job profiling, vocational training
opportunities and qualification
opportunities for adults and
youth.

CodeDoor is a non-profit
organisation from Germany. It
provides an AI supported web
application that empowers
organisations worldwide to teach
their beneficiaries how to
acquire digital skills through
project-based learning and
individual tutoring.

Our Portuguese partner, CEPROF,
is a VET school contributing to
the personal and professional
skills of learners, preparing them
for the job market with a focus on
Technology and Tourism.
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The Greek partner, EILD, is an
NGO focused on regional
development, capacity-building,
awareness raising, exchange of
knowledge, social cohesion and
new technologies.

C.I.P. Citizens in Power, the
Cypriot partner, is a non-profit
NGO addressing the needs and
demands of people through their
involvement in social and civic
life by simultaneously providing
them with free training in all
fields (STEM, New Technologies,
Global Education and
Entrepreneurship).

CSC, the Italian partner, is a
non-profit association offering
local communities opportunities
for full employment, with the
purpose of promoting economic
and social development of the
local territory.

Finally, Kauko, the Lithuanian
partner, is one of the major
professional higher education
institutions in Lithuania and
provides first cycle studies in
technologies, biomedicine,
humanities, social sciences and
arts. They contribute to
implementing the state regional
development policy.
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Project Partners
The partnership is composed of organisations with complementary
knowledge, skills and competencies necessary to complete the
project activities. It includes organisations that are strong in digital
education, the development of ICT training material and methods
and the implementation of such training as well as in reaching out
to the target groups and developing supportive offers tailored to
the target group’s needs.
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OVERVIEW OF LEARNING
OFFERS
A BRIEF EXPLANATION OF EACH MODULE
In the following section, the four modules (Microcontrollers, 3D
Objects, App Development & Web Development) which were designed
and used within the E-DESIGN Project will be explained. The aims and
scope of each module will be summarised. In addition, the “Trainer
Handouts” (Annex I) and “Task Sheets” (Annex II-V) with practical
exercises for the participants can be found under Annexes.

I. Module A - “Microcontrollers”
One of the four main modules delivered in the so-called ICT Training
Hotspots is about Microcontrollers.
A microcontroller is a single-chip computer system. The term
"system-on-a-chip" or “SoC” is also used for some microcontrollers.
In a microcontroller, memory, digital and analogue inputs and
outputs, timers, UART, etc. are usually integrated on a single chip so
that a microcontroller application often gets by with just a few
components.
In the form of "embedded systems", microcontrollers often appear
unnoticed in everyday technical consumer goods, for example, in
washing machines, smart cards (cash cards, telephone cards),
consumer electronics (video recorders, CD/DVD players, radios,
televisions, remote controls), office electronics, motor vehicles, cell
phones and even in watches and wristwatches. Furthermore, they are
included in practically all computer peripherals (keyboard, mouse,
printer, monitor, scanner, and many more).
Microcontrollers are usually programmed in the programming
languages Assembler, C or C++. Other languages such as BASIC,
Pascal, Forth or Ada are also used.
Microcontrollers are adapted in performance and equipment to the
respective application. Therefore, they have advantages over
"normal" computers in terms of cost and power consumption.
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Small microcontrollers are cost-effective equipment - they are
available for a cheap price in higher quantities. Accordingly,
microcontrollers can be used very efficiently to learn the basics of
programming and electrical engineering in a playful way, in which
tangible projects with everyday relevance can be implemented. The
spectrum of possible projects ranges from simple (e.g., controlling
LEDs) to complex (e.g., smart home control). Thus, microcontrollers
are suitable for beginners, as well as for advanced users.
The microcontroller module is divided into five key topics:
Introduction to Arduino, micro bits and Raspberry PI, Logic Gates,
(Block) Coding, Arduino Basics & Internet of Things.

Introduction to Arduino, BBC Micro: bit and Raspberry PI
Arduino, BBC Micro: bit and Raspberry Pi are the most common types
of microcontrollers on the current market. It follows an overview of
the ways in which they work and, additionally, general information
about the structure and the peripherals of suggested
microcontrollers are given. Furthermore, trainers can find additional
information for mentioned microcontrollers linked in the Trainer
Handouts.
Logic Gates: It is not only important to understand microcontrollers
but also to understand how to programme these controllers. This
topic gives a good overview of the areas of application of logic gates.
Hard- and Software are always connected to the theory of logic
gates included (e.g., “or”, “and”, “not and”, etc.), hence it is important
to understand these gates and their different states.
(Block) Coding: Programming is not an easy skill to learn and can be
very frustrating. That is why block coding (a piece of code already
grouped together) is a good way to introduce learners to the world of
programming. The principle of block coding is to help with the
organisation of the code (certain blocks can only fit certain other
blocks), breaking loops and queries down to one block and
simplifying the code with blocks. The learners can focus on
developing ideas and programming them instead of worrying about
several things at once (e.g., the syntax of the code, wrong order of
code executes, using a variable before it is declared, etc.).
Arduino Basics: The next step is to get the learners to script. After
having learned how to block code, most learners do not have that big
of a problem in finding quick success in script coding by
programming
simple
sensors
to
communicate
with
the
microcontroller. The topic Arduino Basics tries to push the success
even further by solving more and more complex problems and
working on concrete projects.
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Internet of Things (IoT): After learning how to script code, the
learners will be confronted with complex problems in this topic. IoT
combines programming of sensors as well as programming of
communication between the microcontroller and another device
(smartphone, another microcontroller, computer, etc.). Typical
projects involve at least two devices that communicate and exchange
information. Lights that can be turned on via smartphone, a weather
station that sends information to a website or other more complex
projects are solved in this topic.

II. Module B - “3D Objects”

The second module covered in the ICT Training Hotspots is 3D
Objects. 3D Objects (or three-dimensional objects) are objects that
have height, length and width. In the context of computers, 3D
describes an image that provides the illusion of depth or varying
distances.
3D objects can be found in all segments of society, including films,
graphics, computer games, and virtual reality. What has become
evident with the ever-evolving technological developments of the
21st century is that 3D objects are here to stay. More and more
enterprises and individuals are introducing the use of 3D objects in
their everyday lives through their application in multiple and diverse
sectors, ranging from prosthetic body parts to home and building
construction, and musical instruments to printing car parts.
The module is divided into three key topics: 3D Modelling, 3D Printing
and Photogrammetry.
3D Modelling is the process of generating a 3D image of any subject
using Computer-Aided Design (CAD) software. There are several free
software providers. Good experiences have been made with the
following three: Tinkercad, Sketchup Online and Onshape. The Task
Sheets in this topic contain exercises related to assembling a wheel
and modelling simple objects. These allow trainers to provide their
learners with practical exercises which will enable them to better
grasp the content taught.
Correspondingly, the aforementioned CAD software in 3D modelling
can facilitate the process of 3D printing.
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The term 3D printing can refer to a variety of processes in which
material is joined or solidified under computer control to create a
three-dimensional object with the material being added together,
typically layer by layer. 3D printing enables us to produce very
complex shapes or geometries that would otherwise be impossible to
construct by hand, further re-establishing the necessity for further
knowledge on the subject.
Photogrammetry is included in the module as the final topic
concerning 3D objects. Photogrammetry is a method of indirectly
determining the position and the shape of an object by using 2D
photographs. The focus is on the exact three-dimensional geometric
reconstruction of the photographed object. By interpolating many 2D
photographs from different angles and perspectives, a digital model
of the photographed object is obtained. Two key software are
recommended to achieve this: 3D Flow Zephyr or Visual FSM. This
method is widely used in various sectors of life such as Architecture,
Art, Geology, Agriculture, Forestry and even Biomedical Applications.
The process of modelling and printing 3D objects as well as
practising photogrammetry are deemed as key requirements in the
field of ICTs and will soon be The process of modelling and printing
3D objects as well as practising photogrammetry are deemed as key
requirements in the field of ICTs and will soon be pervasive and fully
integrated within traditional manufacturing, powering large-scale
production within our instant, on-demand and highly-customised
economy.

III. Module C - “App-Development”
The third module covered in the ICT Training Hotspots is App
Development. App Development (or mobile application development)
is the process of creating an application that can be used on a
smartphone/computer.
From younger to older people, from games to applications that
support work or facilitate communication, the presence and use of
applications for daily needs or entertainment purposes has been
increasing exponentially. Nowadays, there are different platforms
that provide different ways to develop mobile applications. However,
depending on the platform that is going to be used, in order to do so,
some programming knowledge is usually required.
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Considering the aforementioned requirement, MIT App Inventor 2 was
chosen as a way to introduce participants to the App Development
world. MIT App Inventor 2 is appropriate for individuals who are new to
computer programming because it allows the use of built-in block
codes. Thus, in order to have users create an algorithm that will
trigger a different event, Task Sheets were also created so as to
provide different exercises that use components with different
methods and properties of an app.

IV. Module D - “Web-Development”

What is Web-Development
The final module covered in the ICT Training Hotspots concerns Web
Development. Web Development is the process of taking finished
web designs and transforming them into fully functioning interactive
websites. Development is what brings into life and gives movement to
static designs. It enables users to interact with the website through
their web browsers. This is done by translating the designs into web
coding languages which can be interpreted and displayed by web
browsers. Creating online assets involves three key processes:
planning and design, which create the appearance;
layout and style that users see;
development, which brings this imagery to life as a functioning
web tool.
In order to receive a concrete understanding about the basics of Web
Development, there is the necessity to have a clear understanding of
the internet as a whole. The Internet, sometimes called simply "the
Net," is a collection of standalone computers (and computer networks
in companies and organisations) that are linked together, using
communication networks. Every computer that connects to the
Internet is given a unique address, called IP address.

Basic Web Development
A typical web development process has the following steps or
phases:
Information gathering (Analyse the problem, research possible
solutions, etc.)
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Planning (Analyse the user needs and expectations)
Design (Technical and structural definition)
Development (Coding)
Testing and delivery
Maintenance and improvements
As can be seen, Web Development does not only involve the coding
of the application but also the whole process of designing a solution
for a specific problem.
Web development is divided normally in two big different sections
Back-end: is the programming of the functions that will be
managed by the server, like the management of data, operations
with data and the communication with the database.
Front-end: Once we make a request to the server and the backend code does its work, the front-end is what the user sees, and
how the user interacts with the information.
The module on Web Development is divided into two main topics, web
development coding languages (HTML, CSS and JavaScript) and
WordPress:

Web Development coding languages:
HTML: The HyperText Markup Language (HTML) is a static documentlayout and hyperlink specification language. It is a simple, yet
powerful, platform-independent language for creating web pages.
HTML defines a set of commands (called tags) that are placed around
objects (i.e., text, pictures, sounds, table, forms etc.) to control their
appearance in a browser. It also specifies how to create links to other
documents.
CSS: With HTML we have the basic structure of the web page, but in
order to offer it in a more appealing way, CSS (Cascade Style Sheets)
is used to apply different styles to each one of the elements or tags
that are used in the HTML document.
JavaScript: Normally, all the information process is managed by the
server, but sometimes, for a better user experience, it is interesting
to give some process capability also in the front-end (or the user
computer), in order to be able to do changes without asking the
server. For this purpose, JavaScript is used. For example, live
validation on the completion of an online form.
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WordPress: WordPress is an open-source Content Management
System (CMS), which allows users to build dynamic websites and
blogs. WordPress is the most popular blogging system on the web
and allows updating, customising and managing the website from its
back-end CMS and components. It is an open-source platform and
available for free. CSS files can be modified according to the design
in order to meet the users' needs. There are many plugins and
templates available for free which can be easily customised to their
needs.

Portugal - CH3 - App Development

Germany - CH1 - Microcontrollers

Cyprus - SH1 - 3D Printing

Italy - CH1 - Web Development
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TEACHING
METHODOLOGIES
I. Preparing Future Trainers
The trainee-oriented training method and the Design Thinking
process is what characterises ICT Training Hotspots. Considering this
non-traditional way of teaching, it becomes of utmost relevance to
ensure that trainers – whether they are experienced or not –
familiarise with the teaching methodologies so that they can
successfully deliver the training materials in the learning offers.
During the E-DESIGN project, train-the-trainer courses were
implemented so as to prepare teachers and volunteers in the future
provision of courses.
Organisations who are interested in implementing the courses,
should:
raise awareness among the staff on the importance of digital
skills and the opportunities that they bring;
as well as help them understand how the learning offers for
digital skills can be important facilitators of social inclusion for
people in disadvantaged groups into society.
Teachers/volunteers who are interested in implementing the courses
should pay attention to the following recommendations:
read and use the Trainer Guidelines carefully;
prepare and conduct lessons based on the training materials
(Trainer Handouts and Task Sheets);
foster Design Thinking in the lessons while solving daily life
problems or societal challenges.

II. Trainer Guidelines
The following part is to help trainers to successfully work with
participants. It provides tips and tricks on how to proceed didactically
and methodically but also on developing problem-solving strategies
and dealing with frustration or failure. Finally, the guidelines will give
some practical tips on how to get started.
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A. ICT Training Hotspot Courses' Principles
When teaching the E-DESIGN ICT Training Hotspot courses, trainers
should keep in mind the following principles:
There are no right or wrong answers.
There is not just one solution for a problem.
Do not give away the solution; instead, show/teach participants
how it can be achieved.
Trainers must take a step back to allow the participants to take a
step forward
Challenge the participants.
The course is not only a tech-training - it is about providing
participants with the opportunity to develop life skills such as:
Teamwork;
Communication and collaboration;
Design Thinking and problem-solving
Planning and managing
Frustration tolerance;
Self-awareness.
Teaching failure: The participants will fail. Let them fail! Make
failure a virtue and motivate them to keep going.

Teaching Failure
"It is better to fail in originality, than to succeed in imitation. He who
has never failed somewhere, that man can not be great. Failure is the
true test of greatness.”
Learners in the modern world are rarely given the opportunity to fail.
It is usually seen as a bad thing, and therefore nobody wants to fail a
class. At the same time learners must be empowered to overcome
failure through self-taught hands-on learning. It is important for
them to learn to depend on themselves and their resources and to
master new concepts on their own in order to stay competitive in a
changing job market. The trainer can help participants to fail in a safe
environment. This is as opposed to the working world, where it is a
key component of everyday life, especially in technological fields.
The E-DESIGN modules are designed in a way that participants
quickly run into obstacles they do not know how to overcome and
which causes (temporary) failure. They shall learn to cope. This is not
a failure of the trainer.
The technology used provides additional opportunities to fail. A code
can contain mistakes, wires can be loose, parts can fail, etc.
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We use this technology intentionally to provide participants with
many opportunities in each class to fail in a safe environment with
support.
While the lessons include guidance on how to find answers, they do
not explicitly give “the right” answer. Additional answers are
intentionally not included in the Trainer Handouts so trainers are
encouraged to get creative with their learners.
Remind the participants that failure is not something bad. Only
failure will lead to a sustainable learning effect.
Trainers should only step in when the frustration causes the
student to stop all progress or to be ready to quit. Then the trainer
can step in to teach some “techniques for dealing with frustration”
(see below).
In the following paragraph, there is a spectrum of options for
participants to pursue when they are feeling frustrated. The trainer
can apply/suggest these options in case frustration becomes
noticeable.
Techniques for dealing with frustration:
Take a breath;
Go for a walk around the room;
Try a different approach;
Check your materials;
Explain the problem to someone;
Ask for help from your peers;
Check your assumptions;
Work on something else for a while;
Look online for guidance;
Put things into perspective;
Remember the reward. Remember why you are in the course and
what you hope to learn from it.
Further techniques to help participants overcome frustration:
Get them talking/discussing possible solutions to overcome a
problem;
Recognise their hard work
Encourage them to work with their peers;
Encourage them to seek answers online: "What does Google have
to say?";
Suggest a break.
Remind participants of these techniques to deal with frustration, but
also help participants practice them.
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Trainer Attributes
Here is a list of trainer attributes that shall help to not disturb or
interrupt the participant's self-learning process, which should only
be accompanied by the trainer rather than be controlled:
Do not take the field and allow the participants to explore and fail
Allow your participants to learn by doing
Do not "help" with their projects
Give suggestions from the sidelines
Allow participants to reach frustration, but intervene before they
give up.
Don't be the "teacher"
The ICT Training Hotspots operate more like a lab than a traditional
class. As such, trainers should not give presentations longer than 1530 minutes. Other than simple instructions, participants should be
encouraged to pursue the information they need themselves.
Let participants learn by doing. Even if they do it wrong several times,
they will remember more than if you tell them how to do it.
Key attributes of trainers should be:
Solid interpersonal and life skills, with the ability to:
empathise;
listen actively;
understand and respond well to others;
build trusting relationships over time.
Demonstration and promotion of positive thinking skills and
commitment to a growth mindset with creative problem-solving
orientation and persistence.
Some prior level of technical and STEM subject matter expertise
is important, with the interest and curiosity to learn enough to
support participants in their work.
Ability to identify and call upon technical mentors or experts
when needed (recognise that turning to experts is role modelling
for participants to persist and find help when needed.)
Network: it is beneficial for the trainers to have a network they can
utilise in the community or online. Or else feel comfortable
seeking out experts (e.g., bring in a guest speaker or encourage
your participants to email/tweet/etc. an expert in the field).
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Communication is key
Communication is a broad topic that includes verbal and nonverbal
communication,
questioning
and
listening
and
written
communication.
The way of communication can either increase insecurities or
frustration or, in the best case, help to make the situation more
fruitful and constructive for all involved members of an ICT Training
Hotspot. It is advantageous for the trainer to always be aware of the
communicative effects of her/his actions.
Avoid closed questions because they force a brief and often oneworded answer. Furthermore, you should be mindful of loaded
questions. A leading or loaded question, usually subtly, points the
respondent's answer in a certain direction.
By contrast to closed questions, open questions allow for much
longer responses and therefore potentially more creativity and
information. There are lots of different types of open questions.
Examples of open-ended/effective questions:
How could you change the outcome?
What are your thoughts on X, Y, Z?
How did you come up with this design?
What have you tried before?
What questions do you have?
Ask me two questions.
Trainers should spend some time reflecting on how they can use
effective questioning to improve their Hotspot learning offer!
Micro Messages
Micro messages are mostly semi-conscious and can be sent by
facial expressions or body language. Trainers need to be aware of
these often-unintentional messages they may be sending.
Recognition
Recognition of your learners’ work is a good way to motivate them.
For example, you can ask:
"Tell me more about your project."
"What did you like about this work?"
"What did you find challenging?"
"I'm impressed with how hard you worked on this project."
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An interesting example:
“Do you mind if we share your work with the class?”
The trainer thinks your work is good enough to share with
the class.
A shy student will not want to be put on the spot to do a sudden
class presentation. This gives them recognition without causing
harm. Just saying it is good enough to present to the class
gets the same message across.
Creating a safe space
In order for participants to fail and learn to deal with their frustration,
the course room must be a safe place for participants to try new
things.
Each trainer has different expectations for Training Hotspot
behaviour. At the start of a course, you could set up some rules,
letting participants help create them. Using the rules that trainers
and participants created together will establish a Training Hotspot of
shared things and shared ownership where participants help each
other with polite confrontation when needed. The rules also allow
you to set a mood and attitude for your space. Many participants
could have significant challenges outside the Training Hotspot. The
space should be a safe space (physically and emotionally) to step
away from those challenges at least for a while.
The first rule in the Training Hotspot is “Safety First”! Use safety to
discuss an attitude in the courses where we help each other and we
take responsibility. The course does not work if only the trainer is
responsible for safety. It is important to note that expensive
technology is used in the Training Hotspot and that everyone is
responsible for them. All the materials in the Training Hotspot belong
to all participants. They should be encouraged to use what they
need once they understand how to use it safely.
How to create a safe, non-discriminatory environment:
Create a visibly safe environment. This can be accomplished by
hanging signs promoting a non-discriminatory environment.
If possible, have a phone number available of a trained
professional with experience working with minorities and or
traumatised individuals.
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If a situation of discrimination, racism or harassment does occur,
it should be treated very seriously and it is important that there is
a system in place to report such incidents. Follow-up measures
could be set into place to ensure that professionalism and
integrity are upheld during the training.
What to do with cell phones?
Participants will likely use cell phones to look up information in this
course. It is very helpful, especially when there are not enough
computers for each participant. In addition, by using their personal
devices, they may save links or create accounts to encourage their
learning outside of class.
It may be hard sometimes to “control” what the participants are using
their phones for. Feel free to ask a participant what they are
researching or if they have found any useful information that they
would like to share with their peers.

To Recap...
Participants start from a wide variety of skill levels
Encourage participants to try
Recognise success and failure
Help them to work through frustration
Recognise them in front of their peers
Recognise broadly and freely
Be mindful of favourites
Recognise people that try hard. It is about effort, not just results.
Why? The really cool ultrasonic controlled car is not that cool if
the student already made one.
Encourage them to try things they have not done before and
really push themselves.
Encourage participants to push themselves by being vocal and
positive when they fail. Recognise the failure. Remember: Trainers
should teach failure.
Recognise the participants’ successes. Even minor ones. This
may be the first thing that worked for them all day.
Create a safe space and let everyone participate in developing
the rules for it.
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B. Intercultural Issues
Working with migrants and refugees can bring new difficulties to the
classroom: language barriers, cultural differences, as well as
differences in basic digital skills and learning abilities. In this section,
you can follow some suggestions on how to solve or react to those
issues:
Language barriers:
Make multilingual presentations and Handouts
Use pictograms and images that are culturally neutral
Be sensitive when you show sketches or make jokes
Write and speak clearly in any language
Make pairs of participants who speak different languages and
make sure that in this way, at least the host-country language +
English is covered in each pair
Use international online tools that would have different language
options, such as Scratch, Google sites, Mblock, and several
tutorials in different languages. Or simply use the Google
Translate plug-in on Google Chrome
Intercultural differences:
Whenever working with people who have different cultural
backgrounds, intercultural differences might arise. Different
approaches are necessary in every situation, no one-and-only
suggestion can be made. It is important to listen to your participants
and understand their needs.
Ask for feedback regularly: understand how much participants
enjoyed the lesson and the topic. You can ask the participants
after each lesson to write down one negative and one positive
thing about the class. If the feedback suffers from a language
barrier, the use of a "traffic light" can be an option: it is a simple
tool where a dot is stuck on the most suitable spot between a
happy and an unhappy smiley. You should use the feedback to
make the necessary improvements.
Link activities to personal interests and adapt to cultural norms
and values if necessary. For example, for the development of a
website based on a specific target group (see relevant Task
Sheet), the website target groups should fit the participants. So,
for example, when working with a group of Italian students at
school, target groups could include children, people with
disabilities, seniors, animal lovers, sports teams, etc.
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However, when working with a group of migrants and refugees in a
community Training Hotspot, target groups could include their
favourite football team, their family who would come and visit the
city where they live now, etc. The more personalised the
experience is, the higher the students’ motivation.
Differences in digital skills and/or educational background
One of the most difficult issues during courses is the difference in
skills/knowledge levels between participants. This can occur
frequently amongst disadvantaged groups, as they might not have
computers at home and thus are not accustomed to using a
computer, the internet, or writing with a keyboard. However, with
migrants and refugees, this is more often the case, especially in
countries like Cyprus, Greece or Italy, where migrants and refugees
might come from rural areas and are often less digitally educated. To
ensure that these differences do not pose a significant challenge to
your classes, try the following:
Pair people with different levels of education and digital skills, so
that they can help each other. However, be aware of differing
character traits: not all people have the patience to explain
things to someone who does not know how to use a computer.
Use user-friendly and beginner-friendly tools. For example, for
Web-Development, using w3schools when participants do not
speak good English, neither know how to use a keyboard, nor the
search function on a website, will result in frustration and maybe
even cause participants’ drop-out. Therefore, when working with a
mixed or low-level group, try to start with block coding even for
web-development (for example, codedragon), where possible.
Use “coding challenges'' which are different challenges,
increasing in difficulty, printed out on different cards. In this way,
participants who are more advanced, can do this independently
of the other participants. You can see some examples of coding
challenges in the Task Sheets for Web Development (making your
first website with codedragon) or in the Task Sheet of block
coding. Coding challenges are also good for the trainer to see the
differences in level, and thus use this information to plan the next
class better.
Preparation is key! Try to prepare the same topic for different
levels, so that you can adapt according to how the lesson goes.
When possible, let more advanced participants explain or help
some of the less-advanced participants.
Individual support. Migrants and refugees might also suffer more
from insecurities. This is of course not always the case, but it has
come up during classes. Try as much as possible to empower
them and support the development of autonomy.
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Individual support is key; however, you also need to find the
balance between individual support and motivating them to
search for themselves.
Final tip: Whenever you need a tool or an idea about how to explain
something in an easy language: search for an activity for children.
For instance, Scratch, CodeDragon or MIT APP Inventor 2 are
programmes used to teach coding to children, but they work very
well with adults, too.

C. The Design Thinking Process
Design Thinking is a prominent methodology that is adopted in order
to solve problems by developing new ideas or (technical) solutions.
We recommend this approach as a fruitful method that trainers can
use during Training Hotspot sessions to foster the process of coming
up with ideas for personal projects.
Trainers can flexibly incorporate Design Thinking learning units or
brainstorming sessions into their lessons to stimulate the
participants’ project-based thinking processes. In this chapter, some
options are presented on how to use this method to think about
smaller or bigger everyday problems, which could be solved
technically.
Design Thinking is based on the assumption that problems can be
solved better if people from different fields collaborate in a
creativity-promoting environment. They should jointly develop a
research question, consider the needs and motivation of people and
then develop concepts that are tested multiple times. The method is
based on the work of designers, which is understood as a
combination
of
understanding,
observation,
brainstorming,
refinement, execution and learning.
There are many Design Thinking models which are all equally useful.
All models have a common cycle around understanding a problem to
solve and the users’ needs, generating ideas, trial and error (fail fast
and try again), making models and prototypes, testing and iterating:
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Figure 1: Example version of the Design Thinking circle A

Figure 2: Example version of the Design Thinking circle B
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STEPS OF THE DESIGN THINKING CYCLE

EMPATHISE

Think about your user, observe and interact with
your user(s). Understand their experience, ask what
their needs and interests are related to your idea.
What is important to them? Further research might
be necessary to understand the point of view of
the user.

DEFINE

Synthesise your findings from the empathise step
to highlight user needs and other insights.

IDEATE

Identify the best solution from a range of
possibilities. Generate ideas through
brainstorming, mind mapping, storyboarding and
other techniques. Remember it is a process - there
might not be a perfect solution in the beginning.

PROTOTYPE

In prototype, plan your approach, think about
materials you need and keep your user in mind as
you get organised for building your first prototype.
Make some initial sketches with labels for parts
and measurements where needed.

TEST

Think about how you will test your prototype and
make improvements in new prototypes.

Ask the right questions
In order to support the participants to better understand the basic
principles of Design Thinking, trainers can help them to ask the right
questions. Below you will find some suggestions on how to proceed
as a trainer in practice for each step of the Design Thinking Cycle.
Make sure the participants take notes about their thinking and
reflection processes. It is also a possibility to collaboratively take
notes in a shared document.
1.Empathise
This is the most important element of the process. Most people tend
to start building something quickly without even knowing the
problem. Always think about the target group/the users.
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Who? Firstly, a very important step is to ask the question, Who? As a
Design Thinker ask yourself: Who will use the product? For whom do I
work? Who is my target group?
For Example:
Do I work for a particular institution (a hospital, a school, a
company etc.)?
Do I work for a specific group of individuals? E.g., people with
disabilities (blind, deaf, mute, handicapped people) or do I work for
a certain occupational group: For example, I target a hospital: for
whom do I exactly work? Do I work for a surgeon, for the nurses,
for a certain nurse (maybe he or she has a kind of disability), for
the security staff, for the patients or for the patient of a special
unit within the hospital (e.g., the emergency department)?
Trainers should urge participants to be as specific as possible! It is
important at this step to take some notes:
Who are they?
How old are they?
Where do they live?
What is their economic situation?
What problems are they facing?
What is important for them?
Observe and interact with your users!
Understand their experiences
Further research may be needed to understand the user's
point of view
2. Define
The second step of Design Thinking asks WHAT and WHY questions:
What? - What is the specific problem?
Why? - Why exactly is this a problem for the target audience?
This is about adopting the perspective of the target group as
accurately as possible:
1. Check your empathy notes.
2. Limit your project to a single specific problem.
3. How does this problem affect the user/target group?
4. What are the limits for possible solutions?
a. How much money would my user spend?
b. Is the user able to apply the solution?
c. Why has the problem not been solved yet?
5. Write down as many specific points as possible about your user's
problem.
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At this point, it shall be underlined that course participants can also
come up with solutions for their own everyday problems.
3. Ideate
1. Start writing down ideas on how to solve the user's problem
Remember that there are no bad ideas in the idea phase
Write down everything, no matter how feasible
2. Generate 3 pages of ideas (try to reach 100 ideas)
Do not judge ideas
Write down everything
Do not delete ideas
The more the ideas, the better
3. Does it start to slow down? Add some restrictions or remove some
restrictions
How could you solve this problem without any monetary
resources?
How could you solve this problem with the materials in the
room?
How could you solve this problem if you only have 5 minutes?
4. Prototype
1. Review your ideas from the ideation phase.
2. Start by grouping ideas into blocks.
3. Limit your ideas to a single solution that you will build.
4. Plan your approach. Think of the user’s needs when building your
first prototype.
5. Think about and define the materials you need for your prototype.
Write a list of materials you will need. Collect all necessary
materials.
6. Sketch what the final product should look like. Make initial
sketches with labels for parts and dimensions where needed.
Draw key diagrams of your circuits, constructions, and other
creations so that others can understand your process.
7. Build your first prototype. Write down your steps as you build
your prototype.
8. Pause and test.
9. Write down the problems that have occurred. What did you do?
10. Rate and consider improvements, changes or new ideas. How will
you proceed with your next version? What additional skills,
background knowledge do you need in order to improve your next
version?
Important: In case of working in groups (2 to 4 people max.):
Participants create individual prototypes (they can be schematic).
This can help in deciding which prototype is best.
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5. Test

Note: Step 1. - 3. can also be imagined
1. Bring your prototype back to the user.
2. Ask the user to try out your design.
3. Listen carefully to what they think when they tell you what they
like and what they do not like.
4. Write down the feedback.
5. Empathise with the user and return to the first phase of the
process.
6. Repeat this process (Empathise
Define
Ideate
Prototype
Test) until you have created several prototypes for this specific
problem and user.

→

→

→

→

After finishing Step 5, participants can repeat the cycle beginning with
Step 1 again or re-defining Step 2 or 3.

Additional Design Thinking Tips
1. Create a poster of the Design Thinking Process which you can hang
on the wall of the course room. In case of working digital you can
create a shared Whiteboard with the participants.
2. In the first sessions, trainers will introduce the practice of Design
Thinking slowly and with simple examples. E.g.: A Design Thinking
duct tape challenge: What can you design with duct tape to solve a
real problem? It is important that the participants do the entire
cycle.
3. Require the participants to slow down and follow the Design
Thinking process for every challenge you give them/they have.
This will help them build the skills of empathy, self-efficacy,
perseverance.
4. Participants should use a course journal - like a log book of
thoughts and ideas. This helps them to organise their ideas and to
trace their own thinking process.
5. If the participants get stuck, encourage them to mentally start
again at the beginning of the process.
6. Important: Note that the participants must create their own
solutions for a problem. They should not just reproduce alreadyexisting ones!
7. Remember: The course is not about tech skills only: Participants
should be given the opportunity to improve their every-day-life
skills in general to make them more successful in the workplace
and in the community.
8. Here are some further useful PDFs about Design Thinking (other
figures of the process):
➔ "An Introduction to Design Thinking - Process Guide" von
Hasso Plattner - Institute of Design Stanford
➔ "5 Stages in the Design Thinking Process" von Rikke Friis Dam &
Tero Yu Siang
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Recommendations for the first lessons
Things trainers should be prepared to show:
Example projects
Previous ICT Training Hotspot projects
E-DESIGN YouTube channel:
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UC7W-UvmyhERYnbv13gqieQ/featured
Learning Exchange Platform (Forum): https://www.edesignproject.eu/index.php/index
Things trainers should be familiar with before starting the course:
Example tasks from Task Sheets of the Trainer Handouts
The Design Thinking Process
Thinking of ideas for participants’ personal projects (problems in
the everyday life of the participants that might get solved by a
project). For example, work, hobbies, school, instruments, etc.
Putting some of these ideas into practice
Note: Trainers could try to get some information from the participants
through an online form, about their interests and level so that the
trainer can organise the first class accordingly.
In general, face-to-face sessions are more suitable for the
application of the E-DESIGN methodology to achieve the intended
learning goals. Due to the former circumstances of the SARS-CoV-2
pandemic, it became clear that online or blended formats can be
used as well. An online format can also be useful in case the course
participants are spread over a larger geographic area or have
problems with travelling or if no suitable premises can be found to
host the Training Hotspot.
Based on the E-DESIGN partners’ experiences, here are some ways to
teach the same topics, following the Handouts and Task Sheets but
in an online format. Moreover, there are some general tips and tricks
that work well for any topic.
Before starting: online, even more than face-to-face, it is important
to work on the “group feeling”. So, you can start the classes with
some icebreakers or energisers, presentations and sharing dreams
for the future. It might seem that it has nothing to do with the course
but it really helps to feel more comfortable and connected. You could
also use the videos produced from other Hotspots, with specific
reference to the projects done during online courses, so they see
what they can achieve.
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Microcontrollers: you can use Tinkercad (www.tinkercad.com) instead
of the physical Arduino. In order to stimulate the learning by doing
method, you can use ZOOM breakout rooms and let students figure
out how it works by themselves the first time. Based on this
experience, you can adapt your explanations for the follow-up
sessions. By using screen recordings or the shared screen function,
you can show participants the process step-by-step. Just remember
to check the Handouts and Task Sheets beforehand and adapt, if
necessary, with “steps” that refer to Tinkercad instead of the real
Arduino. To make it more “real” you can use a second camera to show
the actual circuit (prepared beforehand).
Web Development: For Web Development, the Task Sheets work quite
well as they are. Just add some plenary sessions in which you show
the steps through screen recordings or share screen. Also, make
sure that everyone has an account that works if you use codedragon
(www.codedragon.org). We realised that some programmes are not so
intuitive, so some extra time should be given at the beginning of
online classes to explain the programme that you are working with. If
some participants need encouragement, you could use a simple
notepad with a very basic HTML code, save it as HTML and then open
it in a browser (you can use screen sharing), letting them know that
the programs used are just an "advanced" notepad, that will make
coding easier.
3D Modelling and Printing: 3D Modelling is more suitable for online
classes than 3D Printing. You can use Tinkercad for 3D modelling or
OnShape. This enables participants and the trainer to collaborate on
the interface and also see each other’s design decisions while
working simultaneously on the same model. You can also print the 3D
models created by students, and make a “virtual” showroom with the
3D printer while printing.
App Development: Because app development requires online
software for programming, this topic is suitable for online sessions.
You can use the MITApp Inventor (https://appinventor.mit.edu/) which
is very intuitive and free and contains apps developed by other users
that can be used for inspiration of projects. Start by sharing your
screen to explain how to work with MITApp Inventor first, then make
groups and let participants have fun doing the Task Sheets.
General Tips
1. ZOOM breakout rooms: you can make use of ZOOM breakout rooms.
In this way, students can still work together in small groups and solve
challenges together. The trainer can “pass by” each breakout room
to see the progress of the students.
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We would advise to have some help for the trainers (for example from
a second trainer) in the case where you have many breakout rooms
going on at the same time. Just make sure that within each room at
least one participant is using a computer and can share the screen.
2. Use of multimedia: you can use videos to show real-life examples
of, for instance, microcontrollers or Design Thinking.
3. Jamboard (https://jamboard.google.com/): you can use a Jamboard
for many things. For example, you can use it to brainstorm in the
beginning of the lesson about the real-life uses of Arduino. You can
also use it to keep track of the progress of your students. For
example, in the image below you see a Jamboard of the Web
Development Task Sheet. There were 10 groups (breakout rooms) and
all groups had a number that corresponded to a post-it note. Based
on the needs and progress of the groups, they could move their
post-it notes on the Jamboard so that the trainer could see which
group needed help and the speed of progress. You could even make
a box for each activity in case of multiple challenges, so you know
exactly which group is working on which challenge. Also, for
evaluation, a Jamboard could be useful (see Figures 3 & 4)
4. Online quizzes: you can use online quizzes such as Kahoot
(www.kahoot.com), Mentimeter (https://www.mentimeter.com/), or even
Google Forms, to test and recap online the knowledge of the
students.

Figure 3: Example of Jamboard to keep track of learners' progress in online
classes
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Figure 4: Example of using Jamboard for the evaluation of an online
session

Germany - SH1

Greece - H4
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LOGISTICS OF SETTING UP
AN ICT TRAINING HOTSPOT
I. What Makes a Good ICT Training Hotspot?
The E-DESIGN partners have set up 42 ICT Training Hotspots in total
over 2 years in schools and community centres. Courses at each
Hotspot varied from 1 to 3 learning offers. The reasons to reach out
to or choose a school or community association as a cooperation
partner were varied and are described below.
Geographical location (easy to reach for the target group or
presence of migrants/disadvantaged groups): one of the main
objectives of the E-DESIGN project was to reach disadvantaged
groups. Therefore, searching for a Hotspot which is close to the
target group, or a well-connected area with public transport access
is a must for the success of the learning offers. This counts both for
schools and community Hotspots.

For example, in Cyprus, the ICT Training Hotspot in the
community was at the university premises with access to
public transport. In Germany, a youth centre was chosen for
a community Hotspot due to its location in a migrant
community, and in Italy, both school and community
Hotspots were set-up in remote neighborhoods of Palermo
as the access to ICT courses there was less likely.

Access/network of Hotspots able to reach the participants: It is
especially important for community Hotspots that the cooperation
partners can actively engage in the recruitment of participants. This
includes community associations that have a large network or
migrants or other disadvantaged groups, companies or
municipalities that have an interest in offering the courses and thus
can bring in participants, etc. As participant recruitment and
attainment are the most difficult aspects of organising ICT courses,
the support of the cooperation partner is key.
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For example, in Italy a community Hotspot was convinced
about the need for ICT courses for their members, and thus
searched for the participants who could participate. Also,
schools with higher percentages of migrants could be good
potential Hotspots, as was the case in Germany.

E-DESIGN courses fit well with the Hotspot’s mission and vision:
this relates to the previous point. When looking for a Hotspot
location, any school or community association or municipality which
has already an interest in offering ICT courses will be more willing
and able to help with recruiting participants and disseminating the
project ideas.
For example, in Portugal a school that invests a lot in nonformal education and supports families with socio-economic
issues, became a Hotspot. Similarly, in Italy, a scientific high
school who does not yet offer practical ICT classes was more
than interested in hosting these practical courses.

Access to Wi-Fi connection and suitable rooms (especially
important for community Hotspots): though schools might already
have a digital infrastructure that can respond to the needs of ICT
courses, community Hotspots might be less equipped. It is always
possible to bring laptops to the courses, however, community
Hotspots with a basic infrastructure in terms of WIFI and some
computers will be extremely useful.

CH2_Portugal - Microcontrollers & 3D Objects
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II. Contacting Local Stakeholders: Selecting Whom
to Contact, Means of Communication
So how do you attract attention towards the ICT Training Hotspots?
There are two main options, 1) an open call and choosing the “best”
based on who applied (as was done in Cyprus), or 2) targeted
searching techniques based on the indicators and characteristics
outlined above.
Mapping of relevant stakeholders based on their potential: In Italy,
high schools in the scientific field were contacted, offering them a
practical course that could complement the existing courses in the
curriculum of the school. But also, in Portugal and Cyprus, Hotspots
were chosen firstly by partners based on their characteristics and
then contacted to establish a cooperation agreement. Some might
have already been in the organisation's network; others were
contacted after a thorough research regarding their suitability.
Involvement of local educational authorities: in Germany, meetings
with local educational authorities were organized and from there,
schools that showed interest and responded to the relevant
characteristics were chosen.
Personal meetings: after receiving interest from schools or
community associations, it is key to have a personal meeting to
discuss the implications of hosting an ICT Training Hotspot, as well
as to visit the potential Hotspot location and check for space and
materials on site. You can finalise the collaboration formally with a
collaboration contract signed by both parties.
What to say? Underline the benefits of offering ICT training
courses: when searching for potential Training Hotspot locations, it
is important to outline the benefits of ICT courses for the new
collaboration partner. In Annex VI, you can find dissemination
materials for stakeholders, outlining the benefits of ICT courses.
Furthermore, for school Hotspots, E-DESIGN partners have
presented the E-DESIGN courses as complementary subjects to
traditional school curricula. For example, in Italy, the practical
approach was welcomed by scientific and technical high schools
who are not yet offering (enough) practice, or in Germany, E-DESIGN
courses were welcomed as an innovative addition to elective
subjects.
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III. Requirements of Space and Material
The premises for implementing ICT Training Hotspot courses should
offer sufficient space for group work. Create a space that is as open
as possible and has a kind of workshop character. In practice, a
particularly favourable spatial arrangement has turned out to be the
following constellation:

Alternatively, of course, smaller groups of 2-4 people can be placed
around the room at separate tables. It is important that the
participants can move freely at any time, in order to see what the
others are doing and to be inspired and learn from each other. The
exchange and the contact of the participants or the groups among
each other is intended and to be supported by the trainer.
A video projector should be available. Flipcharts or whiteboards are
also advantageous in order to be able to discuss and document
ideas together (however, this can also be done digitally). A stable
internet connection is essential. Furthermore, laptops are in any
case preferable to stationary PCs in order to promote joint work to
ensure that the participants can see each other.
In general, the materials needed to implement ICT Training Hotspots
are not required for all of the E-DESIGN Modules and Task Sheets
(except computers, of course): The Web Development and the App
Development modules can be implemented entirely digitally and do
not require any additional hardware besides computers.
Implementing the Microcontroller module with physical materials is
beneficial and is strongly recommended but not mandatory, as
online circuit simulators are available.
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For the 3D Objects module, you only need physical hardware for
3D printing. All other Task Sheets of this module can be
implemented digitally without any additional material. Within the
aforementioned E-DESIGN Modules and Task Sheets all required
as well as recommended materials, software and hardware etc.
are listed (see Annex I-V).

IV. Recruitment of Participants
As said already, the most successful and easiest way of recruiting
participants is with the help of the Hotspot itself. This was
successful in all partner countries in the case of schools, as well in
many of the community Hotspots. Below are described some
techniques that the E-DESIGN partners have used in their countries,
and some examples of visual recruitment materials:
PR events: you can organise an event in the potential Hotspot to
reach out to potential participants personally. For this purpose, it is
ideal to present some interesting and attractive course material
(e.g., small microcontroller projects, 3D-printed objects, self-created
app applications or websites) to arouse the interest of potential
multipliers or course participants.
It is important in such event formats not to give participants the
feeling that they might be overwhelmed by the course content
offered. It should be emphasized that the E-DESIGN program is
explicitly aimed at beginners.
Furthermore, it is important to point out the relevance of the course
topics to everyday life and the job market.
Online advertising: this was the most used technique by project
partners and included Facebook posts and/or flyers online, articles
on partners websites and in the community paper. Here is an
example of an open call on the website of CSC Danilo Dolci in Italy
and on the CSC Facebook page.
Brochures: you can see in Annex VI,
a flyer made for participants that outlines
the most important information about the
reason to join. However, within the
partnership, other flyers were also
created (sometimes by the school/community
Hotspots themselves) to recruit participants.
For example, in Italy:
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BEST PRACTICES FROM
IMPLEMENTED ICT
TRAINING HOTSPOTS
I. Highlights of the ICT Training Hotspots
Best of the ICT Training Hotspots in Cyprus, Germany,
Greece, Italy and Portugal

CH1_Heuchelheim - Community: Microcontroller & 3D Objects
(Germany)

Projects: An anti-theft device: An acoustic and optical alarm is triggered
when an acceleration sensor registers an unauthorised movement. The
whole thing can be activated and deactivated by an RFID chip.
Further a device that allows tracking its GPS location by simply sending
an SMS to the device. The exact GPS location is sent back via SMS to the
location requester's phone, so that a bicycle, a car or other larger
objects can be found if lost or stolen.
Furthermore, an automatic robot vehicle with four ultrasonic sensors:
The vehicle moves in the opposite direction when approaching and
always pulls away from you.
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SH4_LLG - School: 3D Modelling with CAD (Germany)

Projects: Using constriction criteria from Bionics, flight-capable so-called
"wing seeds" (e.g., maple or Zanonia seeds) was created using the CAD
programme OnShape and then 3D printed afterwards.

Training of Teachers at the School Hotspot “LLG” (Germany)

We were very happy about the great interest of so many teachers at the
Landgraf-Ludwigs-Gymnasium in Giessen: A total of 16 teachers have
completed a multiple-day Teacher Training on the topics: 3D Printing, 3D
Modelling and 3D Scanning.
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CH1_Booq Palermo - 1st course
on Arduino, Web-Development,
IoT (Italy)

In groups, participants worked on
different projects after a
brainstorming session and
applying design thinking
techniques: one group created an
anti-burglar alarm system using
coding and sensors, while another
team developed a hydroponic vase
regulated by an Arduino circuit for
water and air supply, and yet
another a manually controlled
robot.

CH1_Booq Palermo - 2nd & 3rd
course on Arduino, WebDevelopment, IoT (Italy)

In the same Hotspot but in a
different location, a second and
third round of ICT courses was
organized. These were mixed
groups in terms of nationalities
and digital competences and due
to COVID-19, most of the
participants worked alone on a
project. Some projects that were
realised were: various anti-theft
devices and GPS systems
connected to a web interface, an
Arduino controlled water irrigation
system with the possibility to read
the measurements online, a cat
food distribution system, a web
page displaying cosmetic projects,
an automatic push-up counter,
and a robot that can record video
and be controlled from a distance.
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CH4_BOCS aps: Arduino and
3D Modelling & Printing (Italy)

A group of IT passionate and
new-to-the-topic participants
came together for the E-DESIGN
course in a suburb of Palermo.
The Hotspot was a real “place to
work together on ICT projects'',
reaching participants from all
ages, however, due to the free
walk-in, not everyone finished or
worked on personal projects.
Some of the projects that have
been developed included: an
alarm system with a motion
sensor and flashing LED lights,
and a ‘tomato timer’ equipped
with an alarm clock that uses an
LCD screen and a buzzer to keep
track of the time (and pauses);
and a headset holder that was
modelled and printed.

SH1_VET School of Cortegaça: Microcontrollers, 3D Objects & App
Development (Portugal)
The participants of this TH were mixed trainees from different VET areas
and different backgrounds, who had shown interest in getting to know the
benefits and demands of Industry 4.0. In this TH, a simulation of a light
control system with brightness and movement control was created on
Tinkercad, and then replicated in real life.
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CH1_ Parish Council of Anta/Guetim:
Microcontrollers & 3D Objects
(Portugal)
In this Hotspot, participants created
different circuits, using the various
components available and
suggested by the trainer using the
simulation software Tinkercad.
Circuits like Traffic Lights, starting a
LED by pressing a button and Light
Sensors were some of the most
popular circuits that participants
developed. After simulation, it was
time to put the knowledge to
practice and so participants were
encouraged to replicate the
simulated circuits they had created
using physical components.
In this TH, the documented project
was the creation of a hand dispenser
sanitiser that is activated through
sensors; hence (and following
COVID19 hygiene measures) no
touching is required.

CH1_University of Nicosia - Web Development (Cyprus)
“I chose to design a website for handmade crafts to help others,
especially women and students, to find jobs and have an income through
publishing their products here” (Fidaa, CH1_C1 participant)
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CH1_University of Nicosia Microcontrollers & 3D Printing
(Cyprus)
“I love microcontrollers, it’s less
about the theoretical and more
about the technical side. It’s
challenging but I love a challenge”
(Iskender Zamar, CH1_C1&C2
participant)

SH1_VET School Limassol - Web
Development & 3D Printing
(Cyprus)
“I came to this lesson to learn
about 3D Modelling and Printing
and that is exactly what I was
taught! I am so proud of myself
and I hope to learn even more
through these courses!” (Fotis,
student at B’ Technical VET School
in Limassol)
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CH1 - IoT/Microcontrollers/Web
Development & App Development
(Greece)
European Institute for Local
Development organized courses in
the context of the 1st ICT Training
Hotspot in the 1st Elementary
School of Gerakas. The two
courses selected were about
Web/App Development and
IoT/Micro- controllers. The age of
the participants was between 1734 years old and all came from
different educational
backgrounds. The total number of
participants for both courses was
38.
CH2 - IoT/Microcontrollers and
Web Development (Greece)
EILD managed to launch its 2nd
ICT Training Hotspot in
collaboration with the Municipality
of Metamorfossi, in Attica, Greece.
The first courses took place in
person, but due to new Covid-19
measures that had been taken
from the government, the rest of
the courses were implemented
online. The Institute provided the
participants with all adequate
equipment, ensuring a highquality experience.

CH4 - IoT and Web Development
(Greece)
EILD in collaboration with the
SocialPolis managed to realise the
4th ICT Training Hotspot. During
the implementation period of the
4th Hotspot, participants had the
opportunity to be trained in the
thematic of IoT and Web
Development and produce their
own projects.
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ANNEXES
On the E-DESIGN website (https://www.e-designproject.eu/) you can
find all the Annexes related to and/or mentioned in this Handbook.
These are all available for online reading and download free of
charge.
After the completion of this project, the Handbook together with the
Annexes will be available on the European Project Results Platform.

ANNEX I - Trainer Handouts
ANNEX II - Task Sheets Module A: Microcontrollers
ANNEX III - Task Sheets Module B: 3D Objects
ANNEX IV - Task Sheets Module C: App-Development
ANNEX V - Task Sheets Module D: Web-Development
ANNEX VI - Dissemination Materials
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